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Resolve all your confusion in life!A mind that is fragmented and sees the world in terms of what

is me and not me, good and bad, will be caught in endless conflict. Because externally, we are

always trying to control what is “not me,” and internally, we always get perplexed trying to figure

out whether our actions came from our “higher” or “lower” self. As Albert Einstein said: “We can

not solve our problems with the same level of thinking that created them.”This book will help

you to understand:Why we have internal conflictsHow does our ego trap us in undesirable

circumstancesHow do our beliefs limit usWhy thought-based teachings (Law of Attraction), or

self-improvement advice don’t workHow do we really get what we wantWhy is happiness so

rare for usWho we are reallyWhat is the nature of existenceWhat is the meaning of lifeHow do

we know if there is a GodWhat is the process of spiritual enlightenmentMany of us are starting

to become tired of this game of life. We have been comparing and striving all our life. But no

matter how much success we have achieved—we are still hollow and still have found nothing

fulfilling. We don’t even know if happiness exists because it is no longer a living thing in our

experience—it has become dead, as we only know it as a concept or memory.We have sought

self-help advice, philosophies, and religious teachings to transform ourselves but have not

gotten anywhere. We have made some superficial improvements—like adopting a new mindset

—but our core remains the same. We are still competitive, still fearful, and we get disturbed all

the time.The problem with all attempts at self-improvement is that we do not address the

fundamental problem, which is: who is the “you” who needs to be improved? We do not see

that the one who is making the improvement is the same one who needs to be improved. The

more we try to improve, the more conflict we introduce, within and without. The more

knowledge we stuff in our heads, the more we become trapped in a conceptual prison of reality.

Inevitably, the more confused we get in life.The book guides the reader out of their distorted

beliefs to experience reality beyond the mind. When the deeper intelligence is allowed to

flourish without our mind's interference, then the game of life becomes effortless.

2021 Readers' Favorite Book Award Winner - Gold Medal - Philosophy"A debut guide offers an

unconventional outlook on the nature of reality and self-fulfillment." - Kirkus Reviews"For any

embattled spirits looking for an honest path to self-understanding and happiness, Apotheosis

Now is an excellent starting point. Initially, this book presents like so many other self-help

books, blending narration, research, hypotheses, and philosophy, but the writing surpasses re-

hashed wisdom that is so common in works of self-help. Huang speaks with the authority of a

scholar, but the free-thinking and experimental mind of a guru, which makes for an engaging

and compelling combination. At times, the prose will simply stop a reader in their tracks, inviting

you to go back for a second or third taste of subtle insight. As a holistic approach to addressing

humanity's deepest misconceptions about life, this guidebook is uniquely far-reaching for a

work of self-help, and can give a reader a more well-rounded path going forward." - Self-

Publishing Review"Apotheosis Now is definitely the best self-help book I've read this year. I had

to bookmark several sections because I was blown away by the different revelations and how

much they made sense to me as I examined myself. While reading the book, it gradually

separated me from the perceptions I had of myself due to society; it was a greatly relieving and

freeing experience. I enjoyed the carefully constructed sentences, the relatable examples, and

the quotes from great names like Sadhguru, Jiddu Krishnamurti, Mahatma Gandhi, the



Buddha, and more. ... In conclusion, if you wish to have life work for you rather than against

you, I recommend you read Apotheosis Now." - Foluso Falaye, Readers' Favorite"I have read

many books about how we can improve ourselves and live better lives, but none of those can

be compared to Apotheosis Now. I literally could not stop reading it because I needed to know

it all at once. Yanhao Huang has given us a lot to think about, and if we want to live better, he

clearly shows us what is wrong and whence to start to fix it. His concepts are challenging and

made me think I needed to revise my system of beliefs to become what I want to be. I

especially like how he stresses that we are not separate from our environment. Also, his

considerations about past, future, and especially present are very interesting and impactful. My

way of thinking will no longer be the same, thanks to Apotheosis Now. Now, it is my turn to

apply what I have learned, and I invite you to do the same." - Astrid Iustulin, Readers'

Favorite"Unlike other self-help books, Apotheosis Now by Yanhao Huang will challenge many

of the beliefs and concepts we have been taught from our earliest interactions. ... This guide

also delves into how a person's sense of self and identity are developed from childhood. Using

the teachings of some of the greatest thinkers throughout history, you will gain a deeper

understanding of the human mind and why our concept of happiness and success is clouded

and distorted. ... Although there are many philosophical aspects to the guide, Huang explains

everything so beautifully and simply. ... The contents of this guide are so uplifting, comforting,

and definitely give you a sense of liberation and empowerment over your negative thoughts

and behaviors." - Lesley Jones, Readers' Favorite"When I started to read this book, I wasn't so

eager because I am a skeptical person but as I proceeded with the reading I have found a path

of deconstruction. Sometimes, the reading carried me through a lot of brilliant ideas... Other

times, I had to fight with my mind and my beliefs. This book gave me an opportunity to know

myself better. In my opinion, something will change in any reader after reading it. ... I felt a real

transformation after reading Apotheosis Now." - Aneley Sánchez, Goodreads"Well from the

'rabbit hole to the beyond' isn't just a phrase, it is a journey guided by our very own author who

gets us hooked from the very first sentence, 'Do you want happiness or success?' to the end.

This unwavering guidance gives a new perspective to life itself, it indulges your mind to

question the known. ... As I dove deep into the book, as unnerving as it sounds it broke me

bone by bone, left me unsettling for I was shown something beyond my comprehension.

Yanhao Huang played this symphony of reality through his writing, citing alongside many such

inspirational books and quotes ... Written in the most simplest form, the book corroborates the

true essence of living, awareness and finally the apotheosis. I would recommend this book to

all those seeking a meaning in life, for it gave me a true enlightenment indeed. Hence, I rate

this book 4 out of 4 stars." - Catherine Lovella, Online Book Club"What is particularly

fascinating about the book is how its deceptively simple language leads through a gradual path

to enlightenment. ... The reader certainly recognises the author's mastery of language in his

use of a reflective and empathetic writing style and how an appropriate combination of these

two creates a deep impact on the understanding of Huang's meanings. ... Additionally, the book

is not about representing a brand new standpoint on philosophy, but rather, broaden the scope

of philosophy, make it more appealing and less confusing for readers. In this way, Apotheosis

Now stands out for its realistic amalgamation of spirituality and philosophy, not as a complex

set of beliefs that need to be learned by heart, but as simple, rich ideas that once understood,

are internalised and naturally guide the continuous process of diving into the depths of reality

and everyday life." - Nia Marion, Online Book Club"Living life as a human can be as easy as

blinking eyes or as annoying as dealing with a twitch in the eye. ... This book is actually a

journey that begins with oneself and circles back to the absolute meaning of oneself by the



completion of that journey. Yanhao Huang has tried to put forth the basic flaws in our way of

living and the way we've perceived life . This book belongs to the genre of self-help category

but unlike any other book of the same genre, this book speaks to it's reader's mind going

through their inner conflict. The writing style of this book consists of a perfect amalgamation of

formal and informal language. ... However at times when there is some sort of claim made in

the book, the author has used phrases like 'this book' instead of a first person narrative which

gives that statement or claim an inanimate point of view, which can put uncertainties and

second thoughts in reader's perceptions. ... Nevertheless the book is an exquisite example of

self-help genre. I personally am not a very big enthusiast in self-help category of books, but the

book speaks to it's readers and maintains their interest until the very end. The unique selling

point of this book is it's simple language with profound meaning ... I would rate this book 3 out

of 4 as it is one of the best books in its genre and is capable to keep the readers engrossed,

despite of having a little rough edges here and there the book successfully conveys the

message it intends for. This book is definitely worth your time, if have you ever wanted to read

the ideologies of several great philosophers but didn't have patience to go though each one of

them, you can definitely try to read this one which will allow to have a clear insight and an

intricate introspection of those ideas in this book as it is abundant in those philosophies. It is

easy to understand so even if you're not a bibliophile, this book will make you wonder about

your outlook on life." - Ivy Ash, Online Book Club"Apotheosis Now is written in a style that will

be easily understood by those who don't have any knowledge in the field. It's a self-help book

with not only religious but also scientific background, supported with many everyday life

examples we can all rely to. The author quotes many famous spiritual teachers to support his

lectures. I'm not a stranger to this kind of books and I admit that I've read most of the quoted

titles as well. However, this one was not boring to me at all. ... Any religious talks were

conducted with respect and with no judgement whatsoever, there was an equal importancy

given to various beliefs and science. I'm very pleased to rate the book with 4 out of 4 stars and

give it a strong position among other books on similar subjects." - Anna Bookowski, Online

Book Club"This book is different from other self-help books because other self-help growth-

oriented books focus on changing self and improving, but this book focuses on the

fundamental question that who needs to change and what is self-image. ... The book is very

engaging, fascinating, apprising, and enlightening. The author's conversational writing style

makes the book more intriguing and easier to comprehend. The flow of writing style and choice

of words is very comprehensive." - Naveeta V, Online Book Club"I think readers have been

waiting a long time for a book like this." - Mark Odim, Online Book Club
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you want happiness or success? When most people hear this question, they think: of course,

it's happiness! Because the ultimate purpose of success is happiness, right? Otherwise, why

do we even want success at all? And yet, many times in our life, we have achieved success in

various forms—like a new job or a new relationship—but happiness continues to elude us.

Whenever we reach a goal, we may be happy for a short while, but happiness always seems to

subside again, as we are soon off struggling to reach a new goal.For some people who have

contemplated the question a little deeper, the question itself may be problematic because it

assumes that happiness and success are mutually exclusive—why can't we have both? There

are certainly people who seem to be happy and successful, as they are not only conventionally

successful but that they are also successful at being happy. For most of us, however, success

seems to come at an expense to our happiness. We believe that only from our constant

dissatisfaction with life will we have the necessary drive to endure the hardships that will

eventually lead us to success.Therefore, most of us continue to grind our way through life. We

are starting to become tired of all this striving and achieving because no matter what we do,

our happiness is still nowhere in sight. We are even beginning to forget what happiness is like

because happiness is rarely present and alive. Instead, it has turned into an idea, a memory,

and therefore dead. Similar to love for many people, we don't even know if happiness is a real

thing. It is only when we are suffering greatly that we start to ask the more profound questions

of life, like: "What is the meaning of life? What is the nature of existence? Who am I? How do I

get what I want? What do I even want? Is there a God? What is the truth?"You may have

opened this book because you want those questions answered, so you can gain some

knowledge to improve your life in some way. This book will address such questions; however,

the primary purpose of this book is not to give you any more new knowledge. Instead, it aims to

break the existing belief system you have built to unveil a much greater intelligence that’s

already within you, so this intelligence can flourish and operate over your life.Now you may

ask, why should I relinquish control of my life? I thought I had a system to keep my life in order

while directing it in a certain way, and I should learn something from this book to manage it

better? Reflect on all the things you think you did so far. Did they really bring you lasting

happiness? Or are they merely psychological fulfillment on a conceptual level? Or, in other

words, mental concepts to indicate the progress you made in life? Like in the aspect of career,

possessions, relationships, or whatever else you have measured yourself against others.In this



game of life, all milestones can only bring you temporary satisfaction; all past progress is

hollow as they are just memories; you depend on validation from external sources constantly to

sustain their fleeting reality. Internally, you always feel the same; your core is still empty despite

all the achievements and pleasures you have tried to fill it up with. The spontaneous joy that

was so pervasive in your childhood only occurs in brief moments when your life conditions

have finally aligned with your expectations, before they quickly diverge again when your

conditions or expectations change.For those who have gotten far ahead in this game of life,

you may begin to realize that it is fundamentally unwinnable and can only bring you more

suffering the more you play, for those who are behind also suffer, except they are more likely to

think that more success can solve their suffering.Nevertheless, most of you cannot give up this

game because the rules of the game—or the hierarchical system, in other words—are

constantly being reinforced in your psyche by society throughout your life. Your sense of self is

heavily derived from standing somewhere on this ladder. Being above certain others has

become the primary meaning of your life. What you may not notice is that this ladder is actually

more like a wheel—as no matter how much progress you think you have made—you are never

there. Even if you have made it to the "top," you are still bound by time and will eventually fall,

while constantly being threatened by another to surpass you. Thus, your position is never

secure and you are often in a state of unease as a result. You may think you need this pain to

drive you to achieve more and so you can finally reach permanent happiness. On the contrary,

this pain not only takes the joy out of your life but can also hinder your success by causing you

to do the wrong things.If you examine your life closely, you can see that the best things you

achieved depended on many factors that were beyond your control. If you study the stories of

the world's most successful people—even the ones who were considered to be mostly self-

made—you can see that the most significant contributing factors to their successes were

beyond their control—like someone gave them a shot or their product had the right timing, and

so on. Nothing can materialize without the universe's cooperation.Going a step further, even all

the things you think you did were not done by you. Your thoughts, actions, and whatever else

you think you are doing are a product of a chemical process that's happening within your body.

The same process that is sustaining your life right now without you doing a single thing. The

most important event of your life was your birth which you had absolutely no control over.We

are not separate entities that are independent of our environment; we can only exist in the

context of the whole. You may think that there are things you can control while the rest is

beyond your control and is left up to luck, the universe, God, or whatever you want to call it.

The reality is that this distinction between what is you and what is not you is just a mental

concept. There are no individual wills. There is only a unitary process.This book will attempt to

use language to bring about an evolution in your psyche, such that your energy can start to

cooperate with the universal energy rather than competing against it—and have life work for

you rather than against you. If what you have read so far resonated with you on some level and

you are starting to see that there may be another way to play this game of life, then you may be

at that stage of transformation. If not, this book may plant a seed within you that can sprout at a

later time.What Is the “You” That Can Be Transformed?Teachings in the form of self-help or

religious doctrine typically try to transform you by molding you into a certain person, like getting

you to adopt a set of beliefs and behaviors. Such teachings can try to be as authoritative or as

convincing as they like, but all external sources will inevitably pose a conflict between what the

sources say and what the individual inwardly is. And this conflict will cause splits within the

individual's psyche, as one part of his mind is trying to be like what the teaching says while

another part is judging and correcting his behavior.The self-help teachers actually need



people's internal conflicts, whether they know it or not, because it's the divided mind that needs

help; a mind that is whole will not—which will render their teachings useless. There are

psychotherapists who get resistant when their patient is actually getting better because the

loss of their patient's dependence threatens their role as the helper. When some

psychotherapists start to see their patient improve—they will introduce new things for the

patient to address—so the dynamic between the helper and the helpee can be

persisted.Psycho-Cybernetics by Maxwell Maltz was considered to be one of the best self-help

books ever written. The book can be essentially summarized by the following quote: "The 'self-

image' is the key to human personality and human behavior. Change the self image and you

change the personality and the behavior.”[1] Although there is truth to that statement—because

one's self-image does dictate one's life circumstances—but the advice still introduces the

conflict between you and the self-image. Which one are you? Are you the self-image or

something else? And all the problems start here because the self-help teachings do not

address this fundamental question: who is the "you" who can change the self-image? If the one

in control doesn't have a problem, then why do we bother changing the self-image? And if the

one who can change the self-image is problematic, then how can changing the self-image

help? And it is this contradiction that causes people—who try to improve themselves—to

fail. People do not see that the one who is making the improvement is the same one who

needs to be improved. When people try to improve themselves, what they really do is try to

become someone based on their own projection of what this improved version is supposed to

be. They do not question how their own mind—which needs improvement—can properly judge

what is considered to be "improving."People may think that there are objective metrics to judge

a person's progress, but such metrics will always be subjective because no matter what kind of

metrics they use, it will always be they themselves who chose it. And when people finally

become this "improved person" that they have imagined themselves to be, this new version is

really constructed from the same mind that they were aiming to improve in the first place—and

they can never get out of this double bind. Thus, people may achieve some improvements

based on their own metrics, but their psychological core remains the same. The polarity

between the existing and the improved will prevail as long as the person desires to be

something other than what they are, as they will always act with another layer of agenda rather

than acting for its own sake. And this disparity will manifest itself through the person’s energy in

the forms of phoniness, hesitativeness, and mechanicalness—which can be easily detected by

others—and so will always bind the person to their existing life circumstances.Are we not our

mind? Why do we separate ourselves from it? If our mind is fearful and selfish, and out of our

fearfulness and selfishness—we succeeded in becoming better than others in whatever

aspects that we have measured ourselves against them—is that really improvement? Our mind

would still be fearful and selfish, and even if we try to become the opposite of our mind—like

selfless—but is that true selflessness? Or is it an idea of selflessness constructed from a mind

that is selfish?Now, you may be wondering, how can I actually be transformed? It seems that

neither the desire to change nor external help can really do this. And this is partially true; both

the desire and outside help is only effective up to a point. At best, they can guide you to arrive

at something that already exists within yourself so that you can discover rather than adopt.

Adopting any belief is a superficial transformation at most, because all beliefs and principles

can be changed with time—and they should be since what works in one circumstance will not

work in another. However, realizations on what already exists can never be changed and taken

away. What is existentially real will work in all circumstances. Ultimately, you still need to come

to the realization yourself, because no absolute truth can be transferred.Information can only



act as a representation of reality but not substitute it. Even a simple instruction like "put your

hand on your head" is inherently vague. If you say this to a thousand people, you will get a

thousand ways of putting a hand on the head. And a simple concept like a point—which

mathematics has defined as a location with no length and no width—is inherently contradictory.

If a point has no length nor width, then how can it exist? How can it have a location? A point

must have some length and width—although very minimally—but it still must have them, and if

it does, then how is it different from an area? What is the exact quantity of length and width that

can distinguish a point from an area? Already we can see how reality is continuously getting

split when trying to understand it through conceptual means. This is similar to how scientists

are trying to explain the nature of existence—they have dissected everything down to an atom

—and now we have quantum mechanics and string theory. We will continue having theories

after theories because a theory can never substitute reality.Intellect can only dissect, and so its

vision will always be partial, but reality is always whole. “When analytic thought, the knife, is

applied to experience, something is always killed in the process”[2] (Robert M. Pirsig). The

whole can include the partial, but the partial cannot include the whole. Thus, reality can never

be grasped by the intellect alone; only when you see the whole, can reality be revealed.In the

process of communication, the communicator must symbolize reality in the form of words and

images, while the recipient must decode the communicator's symbols according to their own

experience of reality. True communication is only possible if the recipient were able to decode

the meaning of the symbols exactly as intended by the communicator. Therefore, if the

recipient is stuck in a particular perspective, then the words—no matter how correct—will not

be understood by the recipient as intended. Even if God himself has spoken, a newborn baby

will not be able to understand anything. Therefore, communication cannot be forced by either

party. Both parties must be on the same wavelength for proper communication to occur.When

you read this book, it is equally important to pay attention to your own interpretations of what is

read, in addition to the words written. If you ingest the information fragmentarily—choosing

some while discarding others, or agreeing and disagreeing to what is read—then you are not

listening. Instead, you are further strengthening your own conditioning. As Shunryu Suzuki

wrote in Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind:“When you listen to someone, you should give up all your

preconceived ideas and your subjective opinions; you should just listen to him, just observe

what his way is. We put very little emphasis on right and wrong or good and bad. We just see

things as they are with him, and accept them. This is how we communicate with each other.

Usually when you listen to some statement, you hear it as a kind of echo of yourself. You are

actually listening to your own opinion. If it agrees with your opinion you may accept it, but if it

does not, you will reject it or you may not even really hear it.”[3]In this book, some things are

meant to make you feel uncomfortable because it aims to shatter your cherished opinions and

beliefs. Seeing your own disturbances and distortions is far more valuable than blindly agreeing

with what is said or trying to grasp the concepts mentally. When you get disturbed, the

uncomfortable feelings that arise as a result of having your self-image damaged is a fact—

because the feelings are there—and the rationalizations that you generate to protect your self-

image is an idea—because it's fabricated by your mind. Stay with the fact and not the

idea.When we are dealing with facts, then we see the real as the real and the false as the false.

When the light of awareness lights up the map of life, then it's easy to know what to do in each

situation. But if we are trying to find out what to do by thinking and reading up theories after

theories, and philosophies after philosophies, then we are always in the realm of the abstract.

When we are navigating through life with our clouded vision and our distorted concepts, then

we are stumbling around in the dark and will get nowhere in the end.When a nearby danger is



pointed out to you of which you were previously unaware, then your very seeing of the danger

would bring about instant action—you don't need to rationalize what to do. When you see an

oncoming car, a greater intelligence will take over, and you will instantly get out of the way. You

will not think because otherwise, it will be too late.Similarly, if you have a tendency in dropping

subtle hints about your accomplishments and the important people that you know so people

could like you more, and this book says such behaviors are really masking underlying feelings

of unworthiness—which ends up making people like you less because they can sense your

phoniness. Then the recognition of your psychological structure can invoke your hidden pain—

like embarrassment—and simultaneously trigger your defence mechanisms—that try to run

and hide from that pain, like thinking, "I know how great I am, I don't need to listen to this."The

very seeing of your defence mechanisms and painful feelings will dismantle your distorted

psychological structures—you don't need to figure out how to get rid of it. Seeing is a much

more substantial transformation compared to building up beliefs on how great you are. Do not

turn away from yourself; stay with the facts and not the fiction that your defensive mechanism

conjures up. Before you can know how to bring about a complete psychological transformation

within yourself, first, you must know what exactly is the "you" that can be transformed. So, what

is the source of one's being that determines one's life destiny?ThoughtMany great teachers

have recognized that one’s thoughts ultimately determine one’s destiny; a quote by Lao Tzu

summarizes their insight nicely: “Watch your thoughts, they become your words; watch your

words, they become your actions; watch your actions, they become your habits; watch your

habits, they become your character; watch your character, for it becomes your destiny.” It is

important to note that Lao Tzu uses the word “watch,” and not “control.” Because most people

assume that you can control your thoughts, so they focus solely on the effect of thought, and

abide by famous quotes like Buddha’s “all that we are is the result of what we have thought,”

and Marcus Aurelius’ “our life is what our thoughts make it.”All of such observations are true,

but if we don’t know the actual source of life—that is even prior to thought—then we will get

into endless confusions. Most self-improvement teachings stop on the level of thought, and

many books became very successful in teaching the power of thought. Notable ones include

Napoleon Hill’s Think and Grow Rich and Earl Nightingale’s The Strangest Secret. The

teachings became more simplified (in some ways) over the years and found their expression

through the New Age movement toward the late 20th century—that centralized on the concept

of the “Law of Attraction”—which was popularized by the movie The Secret in 2006.Some New

Age teachers go so far as to treat your mind like a Genie’s lamp; they say that if you can think

about what you want with enough “correctness,” then they will be manifested in your life without

exception as it is the “law” of the universe. “Your thoughts become things!”[4] as claimed by

Mike Dooley. And the problem with people is that they are mostly thinking about what they don’t

want rather than what they do want, so they continuously attract unwanted circumstances in

their lives.The concept of the Law of Attraction is true to a certain degree, as we can observe

that successful people tend to have beliefs that assert their capabilities and life possibilities. In

contrast, people who are underachieving in life tend to have beliefs that limit themselves.A

more scientific explanation for the Law of Attraction is that all things are fundamentally just

vibrations of energy (as stated by Albert Einstein’s famous E = mc^2 equation). Thoughts and

feelings are that same energy vibrating in a certain range of frequencies. One’s thinking and

feeling patterns will emit a frequency that will attract life circumstances in tune with that

frequency. However, the teachings of Law of Attraction were ultimately unsuccessful because

they were taught in various forms for centuries—from Hermeticism to quantum mysticism—but

human beings' general state has not changed much. The wealth gap is getting wider and



wider, poverty still exists on a global scale, and most people still live very unhappy lives.The

problem with the Law of Attraction teachings is that it assumes thought to be the source of

existence, and so thought can override everything. As Rhonda Byrne wrote in The Secret:

“thoughts are primary cause of everything, and the rest is effects from those thoughts.”[5] So,

she comes to conclusions like: “Food cannot cause you to put on weight, unless you think it

can.”[6]Suppose everything in the universe can be simply gotten by merely “thinking” about it.

Why doesn’t everyone just listen to subliminal affirmations 24/7 until we all become

billionaires? Are we just robots that can be that easily programmed by thoughts? How can we

be sure that negative influences do not at all program us? Do you think that billionaires just

“think” about money all day or “believe" that they are billionaires before they became one? If

two teams want the exact same thing, like a championship trophy, is the team that thinks about

it (or believes in it) more the one that will get it?People who became truly successful rarely

thought about the goal at all, because all their energy was so absorbed in the process that they

couldn’t waste an iota of it on anything else. Those people were only interested in what they

were doing moment by moment. They were not concerned about the end result like money,

achievement, or recognition. Many of them were even surprised at how successful they

became.It wouldn’t take much rational examination to see the numerous inconsistencies of the

Law of Attraction. Still, we don’t want to face that. We want to believe in the law so that we can

have a sure and easy way of getting what we want. Otherwise, we are left with our

meaningless lives. We are only concerned with how to get the law to work; we have practiced

all sorts of methods like visualizations and affirmations, and sometimes we got what we want

while other times we didn’t—just like always—why doesn’t it work all the time?The New Age

teachers will always answer something on the line of: “to really manifest something, you must

believe already having it without the slightest doubt, have no conflicting thoughts, and have no

sense of selfishness.” And of course, there are some grains of truth to it here and there, but

how exactly do we have no conflicting thoughts? To practice any kind of Law of Attraction is

admitting that we lack something; otherwise, why practice anything at all? And how can our

desires not come from selfishness? When we want something, even if it’s to be more selfless,

is our desire not centered on the self?The New Age teachers will provide explanations after

explanations for all the inconsistencies. Eventually, they will reiterate the same point: “if

something did or did not happen, it is always your creation—via thinking—whether you know it

or not.” And we can never crack their logic because thought—like anything else in the universe

—is a phenomenon that cannot be known through conceptual thinking. You need thought to

explain thought, and it is caught in a recursive loop. We—the studier—are part of the

phenomena that are being studied. So, we can never have absolute certainty on exactly how

anything works, including thought.The New Age teachers recognize the limitations in their

teachings, so they teach partial truths and cater to our desires to get us to want to buy their

products. Why is it that almost all Law of Attraction teachings only talk about attracting typical

human desires like health, wealth, and relationships? If thought is so powerful, then why do we

not use it to manifest supernatural things like a new universal law or an entirely new universe?

Or how about things that even we ourselves cannot comprehend? Is it possible? Have we seen

people do it? Given the wild imaginations that the billions of us may have, if anyone could have

manifested such things, then the world would be in complete disarray, as one day we may have

gravity, but the next day who knows what.This book is not denying supernatural things. This

book is trying to clarify what is really responsible for the workings of the universe. Thought is a

process that is governed by universal laws, so thought cannot govern what governs it. If we

want to be a genius like Albert Einstein, can we just “think” our way into being a genius? Actual



geniuses don’t even know how their mind works. Genius cannot be taught. If it can be, then

there would be no such thing as geniuses because everyone would be just trained to be one.

There would be no need to distinguish geniuses from non-geniuses. If we observe the New

Age teachers themselves or other enlightened people who we think have “perfect” thoughts all

the time, we can see that they still age, contract diseases, and die like everybody else.

Thoughts cannot deny the process of life.Therefore, we must recognize the inherent limitations

of thought. Our thoughts are only derived from our memories, so thought cannot manufacture

anything new. We cannot desire something that is outside the realm of our experience. If I have

never tasted a lychee, then I can only desire the descriptions of a lychee given by others; or

desire tasting a new fruit. But I cannot desire the actual experience of tasting a lychee because

I don’t know what it is. Descriptions can never substitute the actual, so how can thought attract

experiences from which the thought itself does not even know?We must recognize that there is

something beyond thought, prior to thought, and more intelligent than thought, that is

responsible for the workings of the universe. This is why many people report breakthroughs

and epiphanies when they are in a state of mental quietude. If you look around the universe—

the trees, the insects—you can see that they effortlessly know how to survive, and yet they

don’t have the capacity to think.At the end of the day, all teachings of the Law of Attraction

essentially boil down to this: think about whatever you want, as long as you feel happy now,

always, and that’s it. And whatever circumstance that is best for you at any moment will

happen. For such a seemingly simple task, what we end up getting is centuries after centuries

of books, lectures, explanations, and methods, and yet most people still could not do it. The

essential problem of all self-improvement teachings on the level of thought is that: we do not

know how to actually think.Most of us think that we are thinking our thoughts and can generate

whatever thought we want all the time. A simple experiment can easily disprove this; see if you

can not think of a single thought for the next ten minutes. Did it work? I suspect most of you

could not do that. Now, start paying close attention to your thinking process; how exactly do

you make a thought appear? Do you actually “do” something to generate them? Or do they

simply appear on their own? The brain is just another organ in the body like the heart, lungs,

and stomach; every other organ in your body is functioning automatically; what makes you

think the brain is any different? What makes you think the brain is the controller?“In your body,

there’s no boss. You can argue that the brain is a gadget evolved by the stomach for the

purposes of acquiring food. Or you can argue that the stomach is a device evolved by the brain

to feed it and keep it alive. Whose game is it—the brain’s or the stomach’s?”[7] (Alan Watts,

Out of Your Mind)The “Controller”You may distinguish the mechanisms in your body between

what is voluntary from what is involuntary, like you think that you can control the thoughts in

your mind, the movement of your limbs, and the sounds of your voice. However, you also know

that hair growth, digestion, and circulation are processes happening automatically without your

conscious effort. This distinction actually only exists as a concept within your mind; there is no

such distinction in reality.When you examine your breathing process, you know that it is

happening automatically when you're sleeping or are not aware of it. But, you can also feel like

you could manually control your breathing when you want to. The line of distinction between

anything in reality is ultimately arbitrary, as the Buddha said: “in the sky, there is no distinction

of east and west; people create distinctions out of their own minds and then believe them to be

true.”All the bodily mechanisms that you think you can control, try to see exactly how you are

controlling them. You will eventually realize that you can’t really explain it. When you do

something like moving a limb, you kind of just do it, like it just happens and you can only

observe it happening rather than “making” them happen. If you keep looking for a more



baseline controller of yourself, you end up finding nothing except a pure witness. You can see

that an act may sometimes be directed by a thought, but thoughts are not directed by anything,

instead, they can only be observed, by you—the pure witness.The “controller” that you think

you are is constructed in the mind only. When an action happens or a decision is made, a

thought appears in your mind and tells you that you performed that act or made that choice.

For example, when someone asks you to pick between water or soda, a thought pops up and

says water, so you answer water, then another thought comes and says you made that choice,

and then more thoughts may come to provide some reasons on why you made that choice. But

can you see that between the question and the answer, you were not actually involved? A

thought simply popped up on its own; you did not choose the thoughts.You may argue that you

do choose your thoughts and you made the choice because of so and so, but whatever

reasoning you come up with will also be supplied by your thoughts. If you say that you

constructed that reasoning, then we come back to the same scenario; how did you construct

that reasoning? What reasoning did you use to construct that reasoning? And this recursion

can go on forever, and we will only find more thoughts, and they all pop up on their own.Even if

a lot of time was invested into making a decision, where careful consideration was given to all

the possibilities, and a lot of back and forth was involved. But the end decision will still consist

of a single thought, and all the previous considerations are also made up of thoughts.

Whichever direction you go, there will only be thoughts. If you want to find a root decision-

maker, then what you are really doing is trying to find a root cause. But the cause of any

decision is infinite as all factors are interdependent. And if there is a root cause, then can you

see that its very existence would negate you as the decision-maker? What are you choosing if

the outcome has a preexisting cause? “We feel that our actions are voluntary when they follow

a decision and involuntary when they happen without decision. But if a decision itself were

voluntary every decision would have to be preceded by a decision to decide - An infinite

regression which fortunately does not occur. Oddly enough, if we had to decide to decide, we

would not be free to decide”[8] (Alan Watts, The Way of Zen)Any choice you think you have

made at any time in your life is essentially based on your programming—which consists of your

genetic instructions, karmic imprints, and the conditioning that you have received from your

environment since birth—all of which was not determined by you. If you spend some time

watching your thoughts and choices, you can see that they come and go just like the clouds in

the sky. They are a process happening in the brain, just like a process happening in the

atmosphere. Only that the mind has misidentified you as the cause for its own activities—and

that misidentification is also a thought. The “you,” the “thinker,” the “controller” is the thought;

there is no “thinker” apart from the thought.The initial misidentification of you being a

“controller” typically comes from an observation that your consciousness is limited to a body

that is separate from everything else. And this body has some intelligence in navigating

through the world. So the mind came to the conclusion that you are a separate entity and is

responsible for operating this body.After the conception of this separate entity, the thoughts

arising on its behalf start to expand by engulfing more and more concepts about the entity, like

one’s attributes, beliefs, accomplishments, possessions, stories, goals, dreams, and

preferences. Those kinds of thoughts then become more and more repetitive and start to form

patterns in the mind. The thought patterns then get tangled up with different emotions and

memories to form a bundle of energy patterns that gets stored in the body. This bundle of

energy patterns behaves like software that operates over the body. The formation of this

software is the development of the false you—the ego.Chapter Two:

ConditioningConceptualization of RealityThe ego is what most people identify themselves as; it



is what they refer to when they say “I.” This ego—which is essentially just a concept of who

people think they are—gets conditioned onto one’s mind by society throughout their life.
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Grady Harp, “Overcoming the heart of darkness – the path to enlightenment. Author Yanhao

Huang is a software engineer whose caring for spirituality has lead him through meditation,

reading and reflecting and now he presents his experiences and thoughts in this his first

published book, APOTHEOSIS NOW.Opening this quiet, contemplative, deeply meaningful

book is a life changing experience. ‘Apotheosis’ is defined as a model of excellence or

perfection, having no equal. That is the goal set for us by the author. In a gentle, supportive, yet

authoritative manner Huang goes right to the core of our being, placing the profound questions

of life before us: ‘What is the meaning of life? What is the nature of existence? Who am I? How

do I get what I want? What do I even want? Is there a God, What is truth?’ He adds that the

purpose of his book is ‘to break the existing belief system you have built to unveil a much

greater intelligence that’s already within you, so that this intelligence can flourish and start to

operate your life.’Offering a ‘review’ or opinion of this book is perhaps unfair: the true value and

enrichment to be found in reading and absorbing this guide is a personal journey for every

open reader. The concept is to initiate an evolution in our minds that will allow us to ‘cooperate

with the universal energy rather than competing against it and have life work for you rather than

against you.’Complementing Huang’s fine writing are quotations by great thinkers that

underscore the exploration of the human condition – quotes such as Ramana Maharishi:

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/DoJQl/Apotheosis-Now-Rabbit-Hole-to-the-Beyond


‘Realization is not acquisition of anything new nor is a new faculty. It is only the removal of all

camouflage.’ After lingering over many questions and thoughts about finding the ‘you’ Huang

closes as follows ‘When your consciousness is no longer divided into you and others, good and

bad, higher and lower self, then there’s no more division and so no more friction. You have

become that which has no opposite; you are neither everything nor nothing, but also is

simultaneously everything and nothing; you are beyond what concepts can capture. As you

continue to abide as your true nature, you will transform unconsciousness into consciousness

– transmute iron into gold, ego into God – and that is true apotheosis.’Refreshing and

enlightening, this little book is a treasure. Grady Harp, May 21”

James W, “A Carefully Constructed Collage of Timeless Ideas. ‘Apotheosis Now: Rabbit Hole

to the Beyond,’ by author Yanhao Huang, is a thoughtful exploration of the human condition

aimed at enabling readers discover a better path forward into their future.According to Huang,

the intention behind ‘Apotheosis’ is to help the reader become the best version of themselves.

Citing the famous Einstein quote, “We can not solve our problems with the same level of

thinking that created them,” Huang tackles everything from the fundamental mechanisms

driving our internal conflicts to the massive, universal topics like the nature of existence, God,

and, of course, the meaning of life.‘Apotheosis Now’ opens with the question, “Do you want

happiness or success?” From there, Huang methodically deconstructs the human Ego and the

limitations of our learned perceptions. It’s heady stuff for sure, but the author writes in a clear,

conversational tone that aids in translating what are likely foreign concepts for most readers.

While a ton of topical ground is covered, the book adheres to a linear trajectory, eventually

concluding with a handful of chapters devoted to the idea of enlightenment.On the surface, one

might ask, “why do I need another self-help book?” It’s a fair question, but where Huang’s

approach differs from other authors is in the way he circumvents the cultural institutions driving

our perception of both ourselves and the surrounding world. Throughout the book, the author

cites a myriad of quotes and anecdotes from some of the world’s (‘world’ being the keyword

there) greatest minds, tapping into the long-forgotten, hard-earned wisdom of our forefathers.

‘Apotheosis Now’ isn’t just one man’s musings, but rather, it’s a carefully constructed collage of

timeless ideas that continue to resonate in today’s world.Rather than offering a ‘step-by-step’

guide to enlightenment, Huang asks deep, meaningful questions that challenge the reader to

reassess their own presumptions, essentially placing them in charge of their own journey

toward enlightenment. Regardless of who you are or what your life experiences, I suspect that

by the end of ‘Apotheosis,’ you will find yourself seeing some aspects of your life in a different

light. Sure, a ‘life-hack’ makes for a fun party trick, but a true shift in perspective offers a

tangible takeaway that can be utilized for years to come.While the ‘self-help’ genre remains an

ever-crowded market, if you’re looking for a book to inspire some self-growth, I highly

recommend picking up Yanhao Huang’s ‘Apotheosis Now: Rabbit Hole to the Beyond.’”

Diana Levit, “An interesting read. In his book Apotheosis Now: Rabbit Hole to the Beyond

Yanhao Huang gives an interesting take on happiness often being an opposite of success and

the ways one could and should find the balance between those 2 things.Huang examines

multiple real-life cases of various successful people’s lives, points out the common strengths

those people had, as well as discusses the errors they had on their paths.The book is very well

researched with Huang grounding his arguments using both psychology and centurial cultural

wisdom.Still, to me this book seemed a bit too black and white. The author seems to have a

clear perception of how to achieve happiness / success and offers an in-depth solution on how



to achieve it, yet his initial idea of people being unhappy by default seems unreasonable to me.

It feels as if the author rejects the thought that different people can have different perceptions

of success / happiness.Huang takes the position of a ‘strict and fair father’, who is seemingly

schooling his ‘children’ / readers to be less selfish as if the reader is selfish by default.Don’t

get me wrong, this book does have great very helpful points, there were multiple occasions

where this book made me re-evaluate certain actions I do in my life and for this I am more than

grateful, but I wish the author would me more flexible and allowed a different perspective, a

second, opinion, to shine through.I would also prefer the voice of the book being less bossy

and more friendly / encouraging instead. I think this change would make it easier for me to

take on board the wisdom Huang has planted in his book.Overall. I would say that it is a very

interesting self-improvement book, but a bit too black and white for my taste.”

The book by Yanhao Huang has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 318 people have provided feedback.
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